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Scattering by two penetrable cylinders at oblique incidence.
I. The analytical solution
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The Mueller scattering matrix elements (Sfj) and the cross sections for the scattering of an electromagnetic plane
wave from two infinitely long, parallel, circular cylinders at oblique incidence are derived. Each cylinder can be of
arbitrary materials (any refractive index). The incident wave can be in any polarization state. To find the
scattering coefficients needed for calculating Sij and the cross sections, the multiple scatterings are taken into
account for all orders. The formal solutions of the scalar wave equation are obtained for the three regions concerned
(the region outside the two cylinders and the region inside each cylinder), and the scattering coefficients are found
by satisfying the boundary conditions. The scattering coefficients for some special cases (normal incidence, small
radii, perfectly conducting cylinders, and a single cylinder) are given and discussed. The results for these special
cases are compared (numerically or analytically) with those obtained in other published works. To our knowledge,
this is the first comprehensive study of the two-cylinder problem. Applications of this formalism, including
calculations of Sij and the cross sections, will be presented in part II of this series [J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 5,1097 (1988)].

1. INTRODUCTION

The scattering of electromagnetic waves from objects has
attracted the attention of many scientists. Lord Rayleigh'
was the first to obtain the solution to the problem of the
scattering of a plane wave from an infinitely long, dielectric
cylinder at normal incidence by using the original formalism
of Maxwell. Other problems have since been solved by
using somewhat different formalisms.

Adey2 obtained the scattering coefficients for two coaxial
dielectric cylinders at normal incidence by solving the scalar
wave equation for the three different regions. The solution
was obtained by matching the boundary conditions between
adjacent regions.

The scattering of electromagnetic plane waves from an
infinitely long, dielectric cylinder at oblique incidence was
determined by Wait,3 who obtained the scattering coeffi-
cients by solving the scalar wave equation in the regions
inside and outside the cylinder. The boundary conditions
were then applied on the surface of the cylinder. In the case
of normal incidence, the two polarization modes, the TE and
the TM modes (see Section 2 for definitions), are uncoupled.
However, in the case of oblique incidence the two modes are
coupled.

The problem of determining the scattering of electromag-
netic waves from two or more cylinders at normal incidence
has been treated by many others. Twersky 4 obtained an
approximate solution for many parallel, conducting cylin-
ders at normal incidence by taking into account various
orders of multiple scatterings. In another paper, Twersky5
applied this method to two conducting cylinders.

Row6 solved the scattering of cylindrical and plane waves
by two parallel conducting cylinders at normal incidence
using the Green's-function approach, When the proper
boundary conditions were applied, an infinite set of integral
equations was obtained, from which the scattered fields were
found. Row also did experimental work in the microwave

region by measuring the electric fields in the near-field
region. To our knowledge, Row's results are the only experi-
mental data published on this subject.

Millar7 used an approach similar to that used by Row: to
find a solution for the scattering of an electromagnetic plane
wave from an array of parallel, infinitely conducting cylin-
ders of small radii.

Olaofe8 derived expressions for the scattered fields from
two infinitely long, identical, dielectric cylinders at normal
incidence. He obtained his solution by solving the scalar
wave equation and satisfying the boundary conditions.

Others extended or modified Olaofe's solution to other
similar problems. Krill and Farrell9 used Olaofe's approach
to find the solution of the scattered electromagnetic plane
waves from two perfectly conducting, infinitely long half-
cylinders lying upon a perfectly conducting sheet. Ragheb
and Hamid'0 derived the solution of the scattering of a plane
wave from a number of infinitely long, identical, conducting
cylinders.

The solution of the scattering of electromagnetic waves
from two cylinders of arbitrary material and small radii at
oblique incidence was obtained by Wait. 1' Wait solved the
problem by finding the current distribution on the surface of
each cylinder from which the scattered field was derived.
He noted that the general case (cylinders of arbitrary mate-
rial and radii) was a complicated one.

The general solution of the problem of scattering from one
cylinder has been of great help to experimentalists. Howev-
er, there is no known general solution for the two-cylinder
problem in the literature. As mentioned above, the solution
exists for only some special cases: small radii, a perfect
dielectric, or perfectly conducting cylinders; the last two
solutions were obtained for normal incidence only. There
has been a great demand from experimentalists for a general
solution for the two-cylinder problem expressed in terms of
Stokes vectors and Mueller matrices. The purpose of this
paper is to obtain an analytical solution for the scattering of
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two infinitely long, parallel cylinders of different radii and
materials at oblique incidence, i.e., the completely general
case.

We believe that the solution presented in this paper will
have applications in biology, chemistry, atmospheric sci-
ence, and engineering.

In Section 2, the scattering coefficients are found by solv-
ing the scalar wave equation and applying the boundary
conditions. In Section 3, the Mueller scattering matrix ele-
ments (Sij) are expressed in terms of the scattering coeffi-
cients. In Section 4, expressions for the scattering and the
extinction cross sections are derived by using the Poynting
vector. In Section 5 special cases are discussed. Finally,
some discussion of the results is made in Section 6.

2. FORMALISM

The purpose of this section is to find the amplitude scatter-
ing coefficients of two parallel cylinders that are due to a
plane-wave excitation.

Consider two parallel, infinitely long, circular cylinders Cl
and C2. The radius of each is aj (j = 1, 2). The permittivity,
conductivity, and permeability of each cylinder are ej, aj, and
sj, respectively, while those of the surrounding medium are
Eo, a0, and g'o. The two cylinders are located in two separate,
cylindrical coordinate systems 01 and 02. The coordinates
of each system are pj, 0j, and z. The axis of each cylinder lies
along the z axis. The distance between their centers is d.

The direction of propagation of the incident electromag-
netic plane wave makes an angle 00 with the axis of each
cylinder. The projection of the propagation vector ho on
the x-y plane makes an angle 00 with the x axis, as shown in
Fig. 1.

We define the TM and TE polarizations (modes) of the
incident wave as follows: (a) The case in which the incident
electric field is parallel to the incident plane, i.e., the plane
that contains the z axis and the direction of propagation of
the incident wave, is referred to as TM polarization. (b)

z

d

Cl C2

Fig. 1. Two infinitely long, circular cylinders, C1 and C2, are locat-
ed in two separate cylindrical coordinate systems, 01 and 02. The
coordinates of each system are pj, bj, and z. The axis of each
cylinder lies along the z axis; the distance between their centers is d.
The direction of the incident field makes an angle 00 with the axis of
each cylinder, and its projection on the x-y plane makes an angle po
with the x axis.

The case in which the incident electric field is perpendicular
to the incident plane is referred to as TE polarization.

Any incident wave (a circularly polarized one, for exam-
ple) can be described as a superposition of these two polar-
izations, and we treat them separately.

A. Incident TM Waves
If we assume that eilt represents the time dependence, the z
component of the incident electric field (E'C) in each of the
two coordinate systems is given by

Enc = Eo sin 0 0 exp[i6(j - 1)] Z lim J G(Xop1)
m

X exp[-im(0j - 00)J}exp(ihoz cos 00). (2.1)

Here and in subsequent formulas, j = 1, 2, referring to each
of the two cylinders. Jm is a Bessel function of the first kind.
The incident wave is chosen to have a phase of zero at the
center of cylinder 1, so that 6 = hod cos 00 sin 00 is the phase
of the incident wave at the center of cylinder 2. (The loca-
tion of the incident wave phase is, of course, arbitrary. Al-
ternatively, the phase can be chosen to be zero at the center
of cylinder 2 or at any other point in space.) Xo and ho are
given by

Xo = ko sin 00, ko =-i, 0 (o 0 + iwE0 ) (2.2)

Since the cylinders are infinitely long, the electric field
inside or outside each cylinder varies as exp(ikoz cos 00). In
addition, the z component of the field (inside or outside each
cylinder) satisfies the scalar wave equation. If u represents
the z component of E or H, then

V'u + k u = 0. (2.3)

The z component of the scattered electric field from cylin-
der j can therefore be written as

Ec= E a (OiH(2)(X0p1)exp[-im(0j - 4ko)]exp(ik0z cos 00),
m

(2.4)

where a(Oi are referred to as the TM scattering coefficients of
cylinder j. The index o of these coefficients refers to the
outside field. H 2) is the Hankel function of the second kind.
The Hankel function of the second kind is required because
it represents an outgoing cylindrical wave at infinity, consis-
tent with the use of a time dependence of ei"t.

Similarly, the z component of the electric field inside
cylinder j can be written as

Einside = E a0'Jm(Xjp )exp[-im(0j - cp0)]exp(ikoz cos 00),
m

(2.5)

where alU are the TM internal (index i) coefficients of cylin-
der j. Xj and kj are given by

Xi = (k2 - ko 2COS2 00)1/2,

2= -i4jw(uj + iEw).

In the case of normal incidence, the scattered field and the
internal field do not contain cross-polarized components.

H. A. Yousif and S. K6hler
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In other words, the modes of the internal field and of the
scattered field are the same as the mode of the incident field.
For oblique incidence, the scattered wave and the internal
wave are a superposition of the TE and the TM modes,
regardless of the incident wave mode. Therefore the z com-
ponent of the scattered magnetic field from cylinder j can be
written as

H~sca = I b-H$,) 1 pj)exp[-im(oj - c0 )]exp(ikoz cos 00),
m

(2.7)

where b) are the TE scattering coefficients of cylinder j and
the z component of the magnetic field inside cylinder j is
given by

Etotal = E (li mEo sin 00 exp[ib(j - 1)]Jm()X0 pj)

m

+ aO(jH(2)(X0 pj) + Aok)Jm(Xopj))

X exp[-im(cPj - 0o)])exp(ikoz cos 00), (2.12)

where

Am = E (-1)(m+l)(kl)a(k4)H()m(Xod)exp[i(l - m)c0 ].

(2.13)

In a similar way, Eq. (2.11) can be transformed to

Hnside= b"0j (Xjpj)exp-im(0j - 00)]exp(ikoz cos 0o),
m

(2.8)

with the TE internal coefficients bU.I
The effective incident field upon one cylinder is equal to

the original incident field plus the scattered field from the
other cylinder. If finc is the original incident field, a is the
scattered field from cylinder 1, and 4i"a is the scattered field
from cylinder 2, then the total field ( 1 totai) outside the two
cylinders is

^, total = Oginc + ipsca + gsca (2.9)

With A being the electric field, the z component of the
total electric field outside the two cylinders is found from
Eq. (2.9), with qinc, psca and Aca given by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.4),

respectively:

Et = E (i m Eo sin 00 exp[i6(1 - 1)]Jm(Xopj)
m

+ aO()H(2)(Xop1 )Iexp[-im(cPj - c0 )]

+ aHm2)(XOPk)exp[-im(Ok - 00)])exp(ikoz cos 00),

(2.10)

wherej, k = 1, 2 orj, k = 2, 1.
Similarly, the z component of the total magnetic field

outside the two cylinders is found from Eq. (2.9), with tinc =

0 and with g,,ca and d,`Ca given by Eq. (2.7):

Htzotal = I HbH(2) (X0pj)exp[-im(0j - 00)]
m

+ bHkmm)(XOPk)exp[-im(h - 00o)]Iexp(ikoz cosOo).

(2.11)

In order for the boundary conditions to be applied, the
electric field and the magnetic field outside cylinder j must
be expressed in terms of the coordinates of cylinder j. This
means that the scattered field from cylinder h must be trans-
formed as an incident field upon cylinderj. In other words,

(Pk, ck) in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) must be transformed to (pj,
cpj). This transformation can be done by using the results
from Appendix A. Therefore Eq. (2.10) can be written as

Htotal = E 2[boHm)(Xopj) + BoJm(Xopj)]

m

X exp[-im(oj - 0o)]]Jexp(ikoz cos 00), (2.14)

where

Om= (-l)(m+I)(h-k)bokl)H(?m(Xod)exp[i(l - m)00].

(2.15)

It should be noted that the total electric field in Eq. (2.12)
or the total magnetic field in Eq. (2.14) can be expressed in
terms of the coordinates of cylinder 1 (j = 1, k = 2) or
cylinder 2 (j = 2, k = 1). The two expressions can be shown
to be equivalent. However, in the stage of applying the
boundary conditions, both expressions are needed, as is
shown at the end of this section.

All the incoming and outgoing fields of both cylinders are
contained in our formalism; i.e., all orders of multiple scat-
tering are included.

To apply the boundary conditions, expressions for E0, and
Ha, (inside and outside each cylinder) must be found in terms
of E, and H,. They are obtained from Maxwell's equations,

1 mko cos oE7m aH,

k -k -cos 2 0 +r L a/
(2.16)

[mko cos H0 ' - c +iw) 1
k2 1 h COS2 00 [z

(2.17)

where Em, Em, Htm, and H,' are the components of the fields
for each mode m. The general solution of the wave equation
is obtained by adding the contributions of all these modes,

En = E-m, H, Hm
m m

The 0 component of the total outside electric field in the
coordinate system of cylinder j is found by substituting Eqs.
(2.12) and (2.14) into Eq. (2.16), with k = ko, or = iao, E = co,

and p = pj:

H. A. Yousif and S. Kbhler
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[tta exp[-im(cPj - cP0)] (ik 0 cos OaJmE in0
E = k- [ kg 2 cos 2 00 °i mE0 sin 0p

X exp[i6(j - 1)]Jm(X 0 pj) + a()H2)(X0Pj)

+ AoJm (XRopj) + iyowXo[b(j)Hm) (Xopj)

+ B kmJ,(X pj)] exp(ikoz cos 0a), (2.18)

where a prime indicates the derivative with respect to the
argument.

In a similar manner, the 0 component of the electric field
inside cylinder j is found by substituting Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8)
into Eq. (2.16), with k = kj, a, = acj, e = ej, and p = pj:

inside - i exp[-im(c - c)] mk cos 00 Pi m (Xmpj)E 2~~k -gcos 2
00 Lmj

+ i~jWXjb0emJm(Xjpj) exp(ikoz cos 0o). (2.19)

By using Eq. (2.17), we obtain the cp components of the
magnetic field outside and inside cylinder j:

Htotal = exp[-im(j - (O)]
X EL kk2 - 2 COS2 To

X ( [b(m)Hm)( 0P) + BoJm(k aPj)]OmMO nXj~
- (cO + ie0w)X0oi mEo sin 00 exp[i6(j - 1)]Jm(X0 Pj )

+ aH(m) p1 ) + A d'm(Oipj))]

X exp(ikoz cos 00), (2.20)

= E exp[-im((Pj - 00)] Lmko cos 00 b0 ]J (X.pj)
k21 -kco 2 S200 b).jj

- (aj + ieyw)XialJ)J) (Xip)]} exp(ikoz cos 00).

(2.21)

Application of the boundary conditions (the tangential
components of E and H are continuous) at pj = aj(j = 1, 2),

aOi) =ik cos O° [b0)Hm2) (Xaj) + B Jm(XOai)] X0jomn ajSi omm\Oa Om

T _Jm(oaj) -' J (Xoaj)WS,[ ~ ~ a; \m0~ Jm,(Xjaj)j

X Jim EO sin 00 exp[ib(j - 1)] + A") (2.23)

boU) mk0 cos 00 JimEO sin 00 exp[i6(j - 1)]Jm(Xoaj)

+yiw -

X [i J ,(X-j) Jm,(Xjaj) - A- JmG(\oaj)].
(2.24)

wherej, 1 = 1, 2 or j, 1 = 2,1 and

Si [= H(2' (Xoaj) - kj J.(Xjaj) Jm(Xjaj)
(a OX zo M Aj)2j J(j

Yj = Ai [iHn m(Xoaj) , H(2).(Xoaj).|
y)j = ]j m 2 (Xjij) 0 Hj

- 1?0 g xy j

It is clear from Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) that the scattering
coefficients of each cylinder are modified by the presence of
the other cylinder. We may write these two equations as the
independent scattering coefficients of one cylinder plus a
correction term to account for multiple scatterings.

B. Incident TE Waves
The scattering coefficients for incident TE waves are ob-
tained from the symmetry as we discuss here. Maxwell's
equations are symmetric in the components of the electric
and magnetic fields by the replacements

E - H, E - -H, (a + ieco) -iw,ux

ipw - (c + ilk).
Accordingly, the magnetic and electric scattering coeffi-
cients corm and doj) are obtained from aO4) [Eq. (2.23)] and bo)
[Eq. (2.24)], respectively, by the replacements aO(i - c-(i
b) m-d(oj, and iw ±=u (a + ijw) to get

c(') k cos 0° [di)H(2) (Xoaj) + D ()Jm(Xoaj)] oj

Ht tal = Hinside

Htotal = Hinside (2.22)

yields eight coupled linear equations for the scattering coef-
ficients a(o), aU), b(i), and bU). It is not possible to separate
the eight equations into two groups so that one group con-
tains the TE coefficients bo(i and b?.) and the other group
contains the TM coefficients ao, and a(J). It is possible,
however, to simplify them further by eliminating the coeffi-
cients of the internal fields an), a(2), b('), and b(). The
following expressions for the scattering coefficients are then
obtained:

+ - Jm(>,Oaj) - J. Jm(Xaj) f_2J)
Yj XO2 XiOj 2} (Oj J ,(Ijaj)]

X JimHO sin 00 exp[i6(j - 1)] + C()}

d(iam = CS a Ii mHO sin 00 exp[i6(j - 1)]Jm(Xoaj)

+ c(H)H (AOay) + C, mjm(Xoaj)IXoioj -- m

x [ Jm(XOaj) - Jm(\oaj)a - --a-)I

Etotal = Einside

E total = E inside (2.25)

(2.26)
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where C01 and D(') are defined as in Eqs. (2.13) and (2.15),
with aW*) and b) replaced by cok) and d(), respectively.

Equations (2.23) and (2.24) for TM polarization and Eqs.
(2.25) and (2.26) for TE polarization provide an exact solu-
tion for the two-cylinder problem in terms of the scattering
coefficients a(i), bo(i, c(i), and do (j - 1, 2). The solution
applies in the near-field region as well as in the far-field
region and for any separation.

The scattering coefficients for both cases (TE and TM)
are functions of the radii, the refractive indices, the separa-
tion between the two cylinders, and the angles 00 and 00.

3. FAR-FIELD APPROXIMATION AND Sjj

The purpose of this section is to find the Mueller scattering
matrix elements Sij in the far-field region.

We begin the sequence of developing the analysis by find-
ing expressions for the scattered electric fields parallel and
perpendicular to the scattering plane (the plane containing
the z axis and the direction of propagation of the scattered
field) in the far-field region. From these expressions, we
construct the amplitude scattering matrix, and, finally, we
find the Mueller scattering matrix from the amplitude ma-
trix by using the Stokes vectors.

One way to measure the scattered field is to move a detec-
tor in a circle around the scatterer. The center of this circle
is, in our case, conveniently chosen to be at the center of
cylinder 1. The plane of this circle is often called the plane
of measurement. If the scatterer is two cylinders, then the
plane of measurement may be chosen to be perpendicular to
the z axis (the axis of each cylinder). In the following dis-
cussion this plane is chosen. Therefore the scattering plane
is perpendicular to the plane of measurement. In the limit
that the radius of the circle mentioned above is large, the
following points are true:

(1) The observed scattered field on the circumference of
the circle (or at any distance far away from the center of the
circle) at any direction is the algebraic sum of the scattered
fields from cylinders 1 and 2 along that direction. For ex-
ample, the p component of the total scattered field at a large
distance is the algebraic sum of the p component of the
scattered field from cylinder 1 and the p component of the
scattered field from cylinder 2. This is not true (except for
the z component) at finite distances from the center of the
circle because the unit vector associated with any compo-
nent of the scattered field from cylinder 1 has a different
direction from that scattered from cylinder 2.

(2) It is permissible to replace the Hankel and Bessel
functions with their limiting asymptotic expressions. The
calculation of the fields at large distances from the scatterers
(the scattering region) is often referred to as the far-field
approximation.

Since we want to find expressions for the scattered electric
fields in the far-field region, the two orthogonal polariza-
tions considered in Section 2 are considered separately here
as well.

A. Incident TM Waves
The Mueller matrix Sij is defined in terms of the amplitude
scattering matrix in the far-field region. The latter matrix

is defined in terms of the components of the field that are
perpendicular and parallel to the scattering plane. The
scattered electric field is expressed in terms of the three
cylindrical components EP, Eq, and E,. The components Ep
and E, are parallel to the scattering plane, while E, is per-
pendicular to the scattering plane.

In the far-field region, the Hankel function of the second
kind may be replaced by its asymptotic value

HIN(X(p) = (P 2 exp(-iXop)i m exp(i7r/4). (3.1)

The z component of the scattered electric field from cylin-
der j in this region is found by substituting Eq. (3.1) into Eq.
(2.4):

Z = G E ima(Q) exp[-im(co-

m

(3.2)

where G = (2/7r+op)"/2 exp(i7r/4)exp(-iX\p)exp(ikaz cos 00).
Similarly, the z component of the scattered magnetic field
from cylinder j is found by substituting Eq. (3.1) into Eq.
(2.7):

Hjca = G imbQ() exp[-i(o - 00)];
m

(3.3)

E2/p - 0 in the scattering region. Therefore Eq. (2.16)
reduces to

E iYoC aOH

gi ho sin 2 00 p.
a 

(3.4)

The 0 component of the scattered electric field from cylin-
der j is found by substituting Eq. (3.3) into relation (3.4),
and we obtain

Eca= - si 2 °0 E imbU) exp[-im(cP - 00)]. . (3.5)

In the far-field region, c = cl = 02, and P2 = pi - d cos cP.
Therefore the 0 component of the total scattered electric
field, E , , = a + Esca, is

E = 20 Z 2 im[b(1) + b(') exp(iXod cos ¢X)]
0 sin2 0

X exp-iim(cP - 00X. (3.6)

The factor exp(iXod cos A) in Eq. (3.6) accounts for the phase
difference between the scattered waves from the two cylin-
ders.

Similarly, the z component of the total scattered electric
field (the sum of the z components of the scattered electric
fields from cylinders 1 and 2) in the far-field region is

EZca = G E {im[a(') + a ) exp(iXod cos P)]
m

X exp[-im(c - 0 )II. (3.7)

The p component of the scattered electric field is given by

cos 00 E (3.

P sin 00
8)

H. A. Yousif and S. Kohler
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The total scattered electric field in the far-field region is

E = Eeasca + E Ez + se (3.9)

where e,, e,, and e,> are unit vectors along the z, p, and 0
directions, respectively.

Equation (3.9) can be written as the sum of two compo-
nents, the first one being parallel to the scattering plane and
the second being perpendicular to it:

Esca = e .. sca + re .J scapar~par + per per, (3.10)

with epar = sin 00a, + cos 00ep and 4per = 4. We then get

E rsa = E i1 [a(') + ao2) exp(iX0d cos c)]cm}X (3.11)

Eea = {k sin 0 [bol) + b(2) exp(iX0d cos cP)]c)m} (3.12)

where

cOm = ( )1/2 im exp(ir/4)exp[-im(c - 0 0)]

X exp(ikoz cos 00 )exp(-i\ 0 p).

Two elements of the amplitude scattering matrix are given
by Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12). To find the other two elements,
the following polarization must be considered.

B. Incident TE Waves
From the symmetry of the problem, the scattered electric
fields parallel and perpendicular to the scattering plane can
be found from Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12). If b('), is replaced by
co(), a(i) is replaced by d(oJ, and the right-hand sides of Eqs.
(3.11) and (3.12) are multiplied by kolpow [this factor (kol
dAuw) makes the incident electric field perpendicular to the
incident plane of unit amplitude], then the following expres-
sions for the fields are obtained:

Epar = E 0 [dl + d 2 ) exp(iXod cos 0)] m}
E owsin ~0 amO OM]cm}

(3.13)

per= E{sin 0 [c(') + c(') exp(ix 0d cos cP)]ctm}.

(3.14)

Equations (3.11)-(3.14) can be written in a matrix form,

-Esca'rpar

Esca
Eper

= ( X2 1) exp(-iX 0 p)exp(ir/4)exp(ik 0 z cos 0O)

T T J Epar (3.15)

where the elements of the amplitude scattering matrix T1,
T2, T3, and T4 are given by

T, = E {sin [a( + a(') exp(iXod cos c)]

X exp[-im(cP - 00)I}I

T2 = E 0 [cW' + c(') exp(iXod cos c)]

X exp[-im(cP -o)]}

(3.16)

(3.17)

T3 = E (i k, [do') + d(2) exp(iX0d cos c)]

X exp[-im(¢ - Go)]}I (3.18)

T, = E {sin 00 k [bol + bo exp(i\od cos c)]

X exp[-im(cP - ct)]}. (3.19)

It is seen from Eq. (3.15) that the scattered electric field
from the two cylinders is a superposition of both the TM and
the TE modes even though the mode of the incident field is
either TM (Ek = 0, Einc = 1) or TE (Einc = 1, E 0inc = ). The
two cylinders change the polarization state of the incident
field.

In order to find the Mueller matrix, we must first define
the Stokes vectors for the incident and scattered fields.
Therefore we discuss them briefly.

The Stokes parameters are a set of four quantities (written
as a column matrix) that describes the polarization state of
the radiation. Following the nomenclature of Walker,'2 we
denote them by I, Q, U, and V, and they are related to the
electric fields by

I = k° (EpaJp'ar + EperEper),

Q = °o (EparEPar - EperEper),
-2colto

U = 2 (EpaEper + EperE aI),

V = -i' 2o (EparEper - EperE'a,2 wtta pp

(3.20a)

(3.20b)

(3.20c)

(3.20d)

where Epar and Eper are the electric fields parallel and per-
pendicular to the incident plane or to the scattering plane if
the Stokes parameters of the incident field or the scattered
field, respectively, are to be found. The angle brackets ( )
signify the time average. I represents the total intensity,
while Q, U, and V together represent the polarization state.
The Stokes parameters are related by the following inequal-
ity: P2 2 Q2 + U2 + V2, where 2 is replaced by = for
completely polarized light.

It is worthwhile to note that Eqs. (3.20a)-(3.20c) are the
same if either eiwt or e-iwt is used for the time dependence,
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whereas V is dependent on this choice. Thus Eq. (3.20d)
can be interpreted as the difference between the irradiances
of the right-handed circular polarization and the left-hand-
ed circular polarization. (We chose the sense of rotation of
the electric field to be counterclockwise for right-handed
circular polarization as looking toward the source; i.e., eiwt
was chosen.)

The relation between the incident and the scattered
Stokes vectors can be written in terms of the 4 X 4 Mueller
matrix S with elements Sij:

FS11 S12 S1 3 S1 4 r
QS =(_2 ) S21 , 22 S23 $24 Q1

. (3.21)

us~ op T S31 S32 833 S34

_VS -41 S42 S43 S44_ w
This equation defines the Mueller matrix and can be consid-
ered a mathematical model that describes the interaction
between the incident field and the optical device (the two
cylinders in our case).

The definitions of the Stokes parameters [Eqs. (3.20)] and
the T matrix [Eq. (3.21)] give the relations among the
Mueller scattering matrix elements (Sij) and the amplitude
scattering matrix elements:

S,, = 1/2[1T,1
2 + IT212 + IT312 + IT412],

S12 = /41/T1 2 -I T212 + IT41
2 - IT3I2],

S13 = Re[T 1T3 + T4T2],

S14 = Im[T 3 T* + T2T4],

*S21 = 1/2[1T,1
2

- IT2 12 - IT412 + IT3 12],

S22 = 1/2 [IT,1
2

+ IT212 - IT4
2

-IT 312],

S23 = Re[TT; - T2T4],

S24 = Im[T3 Tl + T4 T],

S31 = Re[T1 T4 + T2T3],

S32 = Re[T1T4 - T2T3],

S33 = Re[T 2T* + T3T4],

S34 = Im[T 2Tl + T 3T4],

S41 = Im[TT4 + T3T*],

S42 = Im[TT4 + T2T;],

S43 = Im[TT; + T3 T4],

S 4 4 = Re[T 1 T2 - T4T3],

where Re and Im represent the real and imaginary parts,
respectively, of the quantities of interest.

A comprehensive discussion of the Mueller matrix and the
Stokes vectors and their physical meanings can be found in
Ref. 13. An excellent description of the experimental proce-
dures to determine them was given by Bickel and Bailey.14

We also point out that the 16 elements of the Mueller
matrix are not independent. There are nine independent
relationships among these elements. 15

4. CROSS SECTIONS IN THE FAR-FIELD
REGION

In this section, expressions for the total scattering and ex-
tinction cross sections per unit length are obtained for the
two polarizations of the incident wave (the TM and TE
polarizations considered in Section 2).

We express the scattering cross sections in terms of the
scattering coefficients and the extinction cross section in
terms of the forward-scattering amplitude.

We begin by finding the rate at which energy is extracted
from the incident beam because of scattering. The scatter-
ing cross section can then be found. In a similar manner the
rate at which energy is extracted from the incident beam
because of absorption is calculated. The extinction cross
section can then also be found.

The scattered or absorbed energy per unit time will be
found from the real part of the Poynting vector.

In the discussion in Subsection 4.A we refer to the two
cylinders as the scatterer. Since the scatterer is of an infi-
nite length, the cross section per unit length is the quantity
of physical interest.

A. Scattering Cross Section Per Unit Length
The scattering cross section per unit length is the total power
scattered in all directions by a length (1) of the scatterer
when the irradiance of the incident beam is assumed to be
unity. Therefore the scattering cross section per unit length
(Csca) may be written as

sca = lm sca
1-* iI (4.1)

where Psca is the scattered power in watts, I is the length of
the scatterer in meters, and Ii is the irradiance of the inci-
dent plane waves in watts per meter. It is clear from Eq.
(4.1) that the SI units of the scattering cross section per unit
length are meters.

The total scattered power can be found by integrating the
radial component of the scattered Poynting vector (Sp) over
a large surface that encloses the scatterer. It is natural for
this problem to choose a cylindrical surface of length 1 and
radius p. The advantage of choosing such a surface is that
the radial component of the Poynting vector is perpendicu-
lar to it. Therefore Eq. (4.1) can be written as

Cc= limr SdA
C- iii (4.2)

where dA is the differential element of the cylindrical sur-
face.

The Poynting vector is related to the electric field (E) and
the magnetic field (H) by

S = 1 /2 E X H*, (4.3)

where H* is the complex conjugate of the magnetic field (H).
The radial component of the Poynting vector (S,) can be

expressed in terms of the components of the fields; this
follows directly from Eq. (4.3):

Sp = 1/2Re[EH*-EH*]. (4.4)

The total scattered power may be found by integrating Eq.
(4.4) over the cylindrical surface. This gives
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r1/
2

27 r a 
Psca = 1/2 Re / (EaHsca - ESC )ddz (4.5)

where Eca and Esca are the 0 component and the z compo-
nent, respectively, of the total scattered electric field and are
given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7). H'ca is the z component of the
total scattered magnetic field in the far-field region and is
obtained by adding the contribution from each cylinder.
From Eq. (3.3) we find that

Hjca = G E fim[b(') + b 2) exp(iXod cos 0c)
m

X exp[-im(cP - c 0)11, (4.6)

for which G is defined as for Eq. (3.2).
The 0 component of the scattered magnetic field H ca in

the far-field region can be obtained by using Eq. (2.17), i.e.,

(4.7)
0 = kosin 2 00 dp

y = (-1)ni m +n exp[-i(n -m)co]Jnm(Xod),

/3 = (n -m)7r/2,

and iq is the impedance of the medium outside the cylinders.
TMI and TMII refer to the scattered TM and TE polariza-
tions, respectively.

In Eq. (4.2), Ii = 1/2X is the irradiance of the incident wave.
This last result is a consequence of our original assumption
that the amplitude of the incident wave for the TM polariza-
tion case is 1.

The cross section per unit length for the incident TE
polarization may be found from that of the TM polarization.
If a~i) and a(2) are replaced by d(') and do2) and if b(') and
b(2) are replaced by c(') and c(2), then the following expres-
sion is obtained:

(4.13)
CTE = 4A° cTE1 4,Ec CTE11

sca x sca + 2 sca ,

where

This result is obtained by dropping the first term of Eq.
(2.17) in the far-field scattering region and setting or = 0, e =
Eo, and k = ko. We consider the medium outside the cylin-
ders to be nonabsorbing to simplify the analysis.

By substituting Eq. (3.7) into Eq. (4.7), we obtain the
following expression for Ica

Hs¢,ca =-k i 0 G Liam + a1m exp(iX d cos 0)]

X exp[-im(c - 00o)]}. (4.8)

CTEI = 1 c 2 + c(2)12sca + om om

+ eiflC (2C.n ]})I

sca ~ ' fId(')1 IdCSTCEII - Z {d~ ll + Ido~I2 +
m

+ eOd 2)d*n)] -

+ Re Z -y[e- corcn

(4.14)

Re 3 zy[e-0dd1) d*(2)

(4.15)

In Eq. (4.5) the integrand does not depend on z. There-
fore it reduces to

If the Re J (EHsa - E~caH~sca)d¢ (4.9)

If the expressions for the fields (E0,, Hz, E2 , and H¢,) are
substituted into Eq. (4.9) and if the integration over 0 is
performed, then, by using some of the properties of Bessel
functions, we obtain the following expression for the cross
section per unit length for the TM polarization of the inci-
dent wave:

TEI and TEII refer to the scattered TE and TM polariza-
tions, respectively.

The irradiance (Ii) of the incident wave is now equal to q/2
because of our original assumption that the amplitude of the
incident magnetic field is 1.

B. Extinction Cross Section per Unit Length
If the scatterer has a finite conductivity, some of the incident
energy is absorbed. The absorbed energy is converted into
other forms, such as heat. The absorbed power (Pabs) is
related to the incident irradiance (Ii) by

CTM 4fl$ ' cM 1 1 + 1Eo CTMI
sca x2 sca x 2 sca

a0 A0

where

cTMI {a 12 + a(2)12 +iRe3.. a(I)y2
sca am am

+ e'Pa (2)a-Gl)]'

C~TMII - lb( 1b 2 + Ib2)12 + Re y [ey- b (1b*(2)
m n

+ e'ObO2)b*(')]}

(4.10) Pabs = Qabs4i (4.16)

where Qabs is the absorption cross section.
Since scattering and absorption remove energy from the

incident field, the incident wave is attenuated. The extinc-
tion cross section is designed to account for the attenuation
of the incident waves. Therefore we may define this cross
section as the power removed from the incident radiation by

(4.11) scattering and absorption (Pext) when the irradiance of the
incident field is assumed to be unity, i.e.,

Pext = Qexti,

(4.12)

(4.17)

where Qext is the extinction cross section.
The extinction cross section is the sum of the absorption

cross section and the scattering cross section:

Qext = Qabs + Qsca- (4.18)
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The above statement is another way of stating that energy is
conserved.

To find the extinction cross section, we must find the total
energy per unit time that is removed from the incident beam
by scattering and absorption. This can be calculated by
integrating the radial component of the Poynting vector
(Sext) over the cylindrical surface (described in Subsection
4.A).

Sext = 1/2 Re(EtHzs - E'H*S + EH - EsH9), (4.19)

where i and s refer to incident and scattered fields, respec-
tively. Discussion of Eq. (4.19) can be found in many refer-
ences. See, for example, Ref. 16.

It is clear from Eq. (4.19) that the radial component of the
Poynting vector (Sext) depends on the polarization state of
the incident wave; therefore we must find the extinction
cross sections for the two independent polarizations (the
TM and TE polarizations).

1. TM Polarization
Since the incident magnetic field has no component along
the z axis, i.e., ZITc = 0, Eq. (4.19) reduces to

8ext = '/2 Re(EoHzs - E'H's - EsH").

(4.26)Cext = - 4 Re[Tl(c = r + ¢)0)].
o

2. TE Polarization
For the TE polarization, the expression for the extinction
cross section per unit length can be written from the symme-
try relation [T1 is replaced by T2 in Eq. (4.26)]:

Cext =-4 Re[T2 (c = 7r + c 0)].
ao

(4.27)

Equations (4.26) and (4.27) also result from the well-known
optical theorem.

5. SPECIAL CASES AND LIMITING CASES

A. Perpendicular Incidence
The case of perpendicular incidence corresponds to 00 = 7r/2.
The scattering of electromagnetic waves from two parallel
cylinders at normal incidence becomes a two-dimensional
problem (the fields do not vary in the z direction). The
scattering coefficients reduce to

(4.20)

The power that is due to extinction may be found by
integrating Eq. (4.20) over the cylindrical surface, which we
described in Subsection 4.A:

f1/2 r
Pext = lim P J SeXtpdcdz.

I- -1/2L-o
(4.21)

Since the integrand has no z dependence, Eq. (4.21) re-
duces to

Pext = lim I J Sex t pdc. (4.22)

By substituting Eq. (4.20) into Eq. (4.22), we obtain the
extinction power per unit length (Pnorm = Pext/I):

Pnorm = Re J (E'OHS - E'H<s -EsH;)pdc. (4.23)

If the appropriate expressions for E', Hs,,, ES, and HI are
substituted into Eq. (4.23), then the first integral is zero, and
the second integral is the complex conjugate of the third
integral. Therefore Eq. (4.23) may be written as

Pnorm = -Re J E'H¢spdc. (4.24)

If the limit is divided into two parts [the first part being
(-7ir, 0) and the second being (0, 7r)], then Eq. (4.24) may be
written as

0
Pnorm = -Re EJ (-0)H<s(-0)pd0

+ Re J E'(0)H(s(0)pdc. (4.25)

Each of the integrals [in Eq. (4.25)] may be taken by using
the stationary phase method, which is given in Ref. 17, p.
749. By using Eq. (4.17), we can obtain the extinction cross
section Cext = Qext/l:

Je4(koaj)Jm(kjaj) - - Jm(kjaj)Jm(kOaj)

H° H,( '(kOaj)Jm(kjaj) - i Jm(kjaj)H Roa)

X JimEO exp[i(j - 1)] + A") ). (5.1)

The cross modes reduce to zero; i.e., bo'l = b 2) - 0. This
result is similar to that for a single cylinder (no coupling
between the TE mode and the TM mode for perpendicular
incidence).

Equation (5.1) shows explicitly that the scattering coeffi-
cient of each cylinder is modified by the presence of the
other. A(') (which is given in Section 2) represents the
modification to the single-cylinder coefficient. The first
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.1) (containing Eo) is
identical to the single-scattering coefficient for cylinder j.
We refer to it as such. The second term (containing A(') is
due to multiple scattering. We may look at this second term
as a correction to the zero-order scattering coefficient. The
expression for A") includes a Hankel function, which results
in the multiple scattering becoming unimportant, as it
should, if the separation between the two cylinders becomes
large. all) and a 2) then reduces to the correct expressions
for the single cylinders at normal incidence.

The expressions for the scattering coefficients given by
Eq. (5.1) are more general than those given by Olaofe,8 be-
cause Olaofe's expressions are valid for only two dielectric,
identical cylinders. Our equations cannot be put in a form
such that they are identical to those given by Olaofe, because
we use eiwt for the time dependence in our solution, whereas
Olaofe based his solution on the e-tiw factor. Consequently,
our equations involve the Hankel function of the second
kind, and Olaofe's equations involve the Hankel function of
the first kind. However, we verified by numerical compari-
sons that his expressions and ours give exactly the same
results.

H. A. Yousif and S. K6hler
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B. Low-Frequency Approximation
We consider the case in which X0aj and X0a2 are <<1. (This
limit can be achieved either with low frequency or with small
radii.)

In this limit, the only nonvanishing term is m = 0. In
other words, a(') = 0 if m 5z 0. Therefore the general expres-
sion for a(i) reduces to

= -E 0 sin 00 |1 + OHM
2)(X0d)ei|

tfl[H 02)( Xod)e2"15

a(') = -E 0 sin 00 I aH0)(Xod) + eLa l

# -[H0J2)(J(d)X2a,a--~~~~~~~~
where

At- JO(Xjaj)jO(XOaj)-Ss JO(Xjal)JO(X~aj)
a 10 , ^ 

/3= -k° H(')'(X0 aj)J0 (Xjaj) - 2 Ja(Xja)H02)(X0aj)
YOX0 0 9 1X1

2 JO(X2a2 )J(X0 a2) - - J(\ 2a2 )J 0 G\0a2 )

k H02)'(X 0 a2 )J0 (X2a2 ) - J(X 2a2 )HO)(XAOa2 )
904o /2X2

Y = ixo.

With this substitution, Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) reduce exactly to
Wait's results.

In the case of a large separation with respect to all the
radii, Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) can be expanded to zero order in
[H02)(Aod)]2/H12)(Xoai)H02)(Xoa2). The following expressions
for a(l) and a(20) are then found:

2)

3)

and bol) = b 2) = 0.

The assumption made, that the m = 0 term is the leading
term, is easily justified. The induced current on the surface
of each cylinder does not depend on the angle 0 if the radius
is small. As a consequence, the scattered field from each
cylinder does not depend on the angle c. It is worth noticing
that the previous approximation uncoupled the linear equa-
tions of the scattering coefficients even though this problem
is still a three-dimensional one.

For perfectly conducting cylinders Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3)
simplify considerably. It is easy to write the following ex-
pressions for the scattering coefficients {Bessel functions of
the first kind [J0(X0aj) and Jo(Xaa2)] are set to 1, since their
arguments are small!:

a~- =-Eo sin 00 f 2 Ho2 (X0a2) -H02)(X0d)et" l
1Ho2)(Xo0a)H02 )(X0 a2 ) - [Ho2)(Xod)] 2

a (2) = -E 0 sin 00 f H0(;2 (Xa )eLa - H02)(X od) _
00 H 2) (Xa,)H(2) (oa2)- [H0(2)(X0d)J2f

Equations (5.4) and (5.5) are essentially those given by
Wait." However, Wait expressed his results in terms of the
modified Bessel function, which is related to the Hankel
function of the second kind (which we used in our solution)
as follows:

Ko(ya) = -'/27riH (2)(X~ a),

where

(1) E0 sin 0 + E0 sin 00 H 2) (\od) i6

°° HO2)(X0al) H0(2 )(X0 a2 ) HO2)(X0 aj)

2) E 0 sin O0eL -E 0 sin Oa H0(2 )(Xod)
a. H_ ( 2 ) (2 ) ° + ° O O

°° H )Xoa2) H (o)(2al) Ho 2)(Xo%2)

(5.6)

(5.7)

The scattering pattern of a single cylinder of radius a is
the same whether the incident wave is planar or cylindrical if
b/a > 10, where b is the distance between the cylinder and
the source of the cylindrical waves (the radius of curvature of
the cylindrical wave).'8 Therefore, for the two cylinders,
the scattered field from one cylinder in the neighborhood of
the other resembles a plane wave when d/aj >> 1.

Equations (5.6) and (5.7) reveal the fact that each cylinder
is excited by the incident field and by the scattered field
from the other cylinder. The first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (5.6) represents the zero-order scattering coeffi-
cient (the response of cylinder 1 as if it were by itself in the
field). The second term represents the response of cylinder
1 to the scattered field from cylinder 2, which is E0
sin 0oHO2)(Xod)ei6/H0(2)(Xoa2).

The signs justify further discussion. The first term repre-
sents a direct excitation from the incident field; therefore
the scattered field suffers one reflection (scattering), which
explains the minus in that term. (The zero-order scattered
field from cylinder 1 is out of phase with the incident field in
the neighborhood of cylinder 1 apart from the phase that is
due to the complex scattering coefficient). The second term
represents indirect excitation of cylinder 1 (the incident
field hits cylinder 2 first and then cylinder 1). Therefore the
wave suffers two reflections (scattering), which explains the
plus in that term.

Ho2)(Xod) in the second term takes into account the
strength of the scattered field from cylinder 1 in the neigh-
borhood of cylinder 2, as well as the phase of the wave.
Careful examination of the argument of the Hankel function
of the separation reveals the fact that it represents the phase
difference between the incident field and the zero-order
scattered field from cylinder 2 in the neighborhood of cylin-
der 1. (The phase factor in the Hankel function is due to the
cylindrical character of the wave, and it has nothing to do
with the scattering process.) A similar discussion also ap-
plies to Eq. (5.7).

C. Perfectly Conducting Cylinders
The case of perfectly conducting cylinders does not appear
to have been treated previously; as a consequence of infinite
conductivity, there are no fields present within the cylin-
ders. The expressions for the scattering coefficients reduce
to
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a' = -imEo sin °°-J __(a _ J. (X2a ° _ A)(2) (5.8)Om H ~~ 00 2Jm(Xoal) Ham' (5.8)1

a2 = -i
m E 0 sin 00 Jm(Xaa2) J)(H aa2) A('). (5.9)

Om ~~H (2)(Xoa 2) H (2)(Xoa 2) O

In addition, bol) = b 2) = 0.

Equations (5.8) and (5.9) are general equations for the
case of perfectly conducting cylinders and may be used for
any separation. The scattering coefficients for perfectly
conducting cylinders at oblique incidence are simpler than
those for the perpendicular incidence of an arbitrary materi-
al. In the former case, the scaling technique may be used
(replace ko with ko sin 0), whereas this simple scaling tech-
nique cannot be used in the latter case.

The first term on the left-hand side of Eq. (5.8) or (5.9)
represents the zero-order scattering coefficient of cylinder j
(j = 1 or 2), and the second term represents the multiple
scattering coefficient (the interaction) between the two cyl-
inders.

Numerical results for the scattering amplitude as a func-
tion of the observation angle in the far-field region were
compared with those obtained by Ragheb and Hamid at
normal incidence6 ; a perfect agreement was obtained.

D. Single Cylinder
We permit the scattering coefficients of the second cylinder
[a 2) and b 2)] to be zero. This implies that the second
cylinder does not exist and leads to AM - = 0. Our
equations then reduce to two linear equations with two un-
knowns, a2l) and bol). By using the relations

Jm(XSaa)HM2) (XRaj) - H.2)(XAa)Jm._(X\aj) = iX-_

Hm2) (,\0aj) + H(') ,(X 0aj) = 2m H 2)(Nal),
M+ ~~X0 a 1 m

H.2)'(G0aj) = 1/2H 12) (Xoal) -/ 2H (2) j(X0aj),

Eqs. (10) and (11) of Ref. 3 are obtained. The comparison
with Wait's equations described above, which was made by
letting the scattering coefficients of the second cylinder be
zero, is equivalent to letting the radius of the second cylinder
be zero. This case cannot be studied numerically because of
the singularity of the Hankel function. In order to study
this limit numerically, we instead let the separation between
the two cylinders become large. The scattering coefficients
of two independent cylinders (noninteracting cylinders)
were obtained. These results were compared with Eqs. (10)
and (11) of Ref. 3 (in which the equations are programmed
separately), and exact agreement was obtained. The square
of the scattering amplitude was plotted as a function of the
observation angle for selected values of the tilt angles in
order to compare the results with those of Kerker et al.,19
and we found exact agreement (the two curves are indistin-
guishable). Also, we found that the cross-polarized compo-
nents of the scattered field are equal to each other and that
they vanish in the forward and the backward directions, as
they should for a single cylinder. In the same way, we were
able to verify the results obtained by Lind and Greenberge2 0

for the extinction cross section as a function of size parame-

ter. Finally, we compared the Mueller scattering elements
for a single cylinder at normal incidence with those obtained
by Bohren and Huffman1 3 ; we found them also to be in exact
agreement.

An alternative method to obtain the calculations for a
single cylinder is to let the refractive index of the second
cylinder be the same as the medium outside the cylinders.
The validity of this method was also verified. The details of
these comparisons and derivations can be found in the doc-
toral dissertation of Yousif.21

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The analytical solution of the scattering of electromagnetic
plane waves by two cylinders is obtained. This solution is in
terms of the scattering coefficients from which the scattered
fields, the cross sections, and the Mueller scattering matrix
elements (Sij) are constructed by using fundamental princi-
ples of electromagnetic theory.

In order to derive the scattering coefficients, the solutions
of the wave equation inside and outside each cylinder are
constructed, and the boundary conditions are applied at the
surface of each cylinder. The effective incident field upon
one cylinder includes not only the plane-wave incident field
to make the solution an exact one but also the scattered field
from the other cylinder. This solution is exact, as expressed
by Eqs. (2.10), (2.11), etc. This proof is accomplished by
using the translational theorem of Bessel functions (see Ap-
pendix A).

For each incident polarization state (TM and TE), four
coupled linear equations for the scattering coefficients are
obtained [see Eqs. (2.23), (2.24), (2.25), and (2.26)].

The expressions [Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27)] for the extinction
cross sections could have been obtained directly from the
optical theorem. The derivation in Section 4, however, pro-
vides an excellent opportunity to test the consistency of our
solution.

This investigation was programmed on a high-speed com-
puter. The results of the calculations are presented in part
II of this series. 22

APPENDIX A: TRANSLATIONAL THEOREM
OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS

The Hankel function of the second kind (H(2) = Jm-iYm)
can be constructed from Eqs. (5) and (6) on p. 361 of Ref. 23:

HM (Zj)exp(=Fim0 = E H1+m(Z)Ji(z)exp(:FicP). (Al)

Comparing the triangle on p. 361 of Ref. 18 with the triangle
0 1 0 2P in Fig. 1, it is easy to see that

A= 1, = 7r - 0 2, ()X = x0p,

Z = XAOP2 Z = Xod;

therefore Eq. (Al) may be written as

H(1 )(XApj)exp(vFimcj) = E [(-l) 1H ) (X0 d)Jj(X0p 2)

X exp(±kilc2)]. (A2)
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Similarly,

HM)(X0 p2 )exp(=irtM0 2 ) = (-l)
m E HM21 (X0 d)J1 (X0 pj)

X exp(+i0lj). (A3)

In the solution (Section 2) we have the following expressions:

Z Cm)H(2)-(0pj)exp[-im(0j- O)], (A4)
m

where Cm) (j = 1, 2) is the scattering coefficient of cylinder j.
Equation (A4) can be expressed in terms of the coordi-

nates of cylinder 1 or cylinder 2. This can be done by using
Eqs. (A2) and (A3):

Cm)H 2)(X Opj)exp[-ir(0j-00)]Em 

= E[Cm E
m I

(-1)'H(+m(X0 d)Ji(X0P2 )

X exp(ihk 2 )exP(imoo)] (A5)

E C()H(2)(AOP2 )exp[-im(02 -¢0)]
m

=E~ [(1) m)~ E H(+)(X 0 d)J 1 (X0 pj)

X exp(i10j)exp(irn,0)] (A6)

By interchanging the order of the summations on the right-
hand sides of Eqs. (A5) and (A6), as well as the indices, and
assuming that they converge uniformly, we may interchange
the order of the summations again. This leads to the follow-
ing equations:

C(')H( 1)(X0p)exp[-im(, -,o)]

= Jm(XoP2)exp[-im(02 -0d]

X E C(')H(2'm(X0d)exp[i(1 - m)00], (A7)

CM)H')(A0 p2)exp [-im(52 - 00)]

= Jm(X0 pj)exp[-im(, -00)]

X E (-1)I+mC( 2)HI2m(X0d)exp[i(l - m),0 0]. (A8)

Equations (A7) and (A8) are the expressions required for
translating the scattered field of one cylinder as incident
upon the other.
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